
Time Frame Unit Title Key Concept Related 
Concepts Global Context Statement of Inquiry Objectives/ Objective Strands/ 

Assessment Criteria Summative Assessment ATL Skills/ Skill 
Indicators

Content (Topics, Knowledge, 
Skills) Differentiation

TERM 1

THE 
ENTERTAINMENT 

INDUSTRY
Creativity Meaning and 

Context

Personal and 
cultural 

expresion

Personal and cultural 
expresion encourages 

creativity through meaning 
and context

C Comunicating in response to 
spoken and/or written and/or 

visual text   -----  D Using 
language in spoken and/or 

written foprm

C: Written assessment: How does the story 
end? A trailer will be played from a random 

movie. Students will be encouraged to write the 
rest of the story  Spoken assessment: Role 
play.  A scene from a particular movie will be 
picked and students will dramatise the rest    
------   D: Written assessment Movie review 

Oral assessment: Compose a song based on 
a selected theme

Communication

* Revise present and future tense 
*Introduce past tense *Learn about 
different types of movies and music 

(genre)  * Use adverbs, and 
adjectives *Talk about / describe 
characters, soundtracks, especial 

effects, story

TERM 2

HEALTHY LIVING Responsibility Choice, Well 
being

Identities and 
Relationships

To maintain identity and 
relationships it is important 

that individuals make 
responsible choices that 

contribute with their overall 
well-being

Research about a current disseas that affect 
our country. Oral presentation * illnesses and symptoms 

* Students write a brouchure on how to keep fit 
in school

* Doctors and Hospitals/ Medicine 
and treatments/ How to live a 

healthy life

I LIVE HERE Communities Structure and 
Purpose

Orientation in 
Space and  

Time

The stricture and purpose of 
communities are influenced 
by the orientation in space 

and time

Vocabulary related to pollution and 
environment / Nture/ Animals/ 

Natural phenomena/ The 
environment

TERM 3
TRAVELLING Culture Function, 

Purpose

Globalization 
and 

Sustainability

Travelling gives way to a 
better understanding of 

culture and purpose through 
globalization

* Travelling journal
*Travelling: Countries and towns/ 
Accomodation/ Activities to do/ 

Transport/ Future and past tenses

TERM 4
THE WORLD AROUND 

US
Communicatio

n
Purpose, 

Conventions
Identities and 
Relationships

The purpose of language 
convenctions in 

comunication is to help us 
to understand our 

relationship with the world 
better

* Technology/ Science and 
inventions/ Social media/ 


